
 

 

An exploration of intertextual perspectives reveals the relationship between context 

and key values. 

 

Totalitarianism aims for homogenisation and diminution of human thought processes, 

ultimately dehumanising individuals, in order to perpetuate its own power. Notions of 

extrapolated contextual totalitarian governments in George Orwell’s 1984 (1948) exposes 

such control and dehumanisation through political satire that mirrors post-World War Two 

disillusionment. He depicts historically based fears for the future through multiple 

perspectives regarding loss of agency, freedom, individuality and even humanity itself. Fritz 

Lang’s idealistic German expressionist film, Metropolis (1927) foregrounds these same fears 

but with a social and economic emphasis that reflects interwar Weimar German uncertainty. 

Both texts highlight unique totalitarian reign that dehumanises subservient classes to 

maintain power. 

 

 

Orwell’s political satire depicts oppressive government that distorts and crushes hopes and 

human identities, perpetuating its own power while dehumanising individuals. Stalin’s Soviet 

regime, including its scapegoating of Trotsky, is metonymically represented in 1984 through 

Winston’s inability to “see the face of Goldstein without a painful mixture of emotions” in the 

two-minute hate scene. This parallel reflects Stalin’s dehumanising control over the Russian 

people through his political purges of ‘dissidents’. The negative portrayal of Goldstein as a 

“primal traitor” is accentuated in the derogatory language, highlighting the parallel with Soviet 

demonisation of Trotsky in exercising its totalitarian values to maintain power through fear. 

This mimesis is also reflected in the passive criticism of past constructs, “how long ago, 

nobody quite remembered”, connoting the satiric mockery of manipulation and constructed 

‘truths’ under totalitarian control according to the principle “Who controls the past controls 

the future”. This manipulation of the truth reflects Stalin’s abuse of power to alter history and 

photographs, eliminating opposition and highlighting his creation of a homogenous society. 

The notion of homogenisation and diminution of thought process is stressed through 

Winston’s experience of the "uncontrollable exclamations of rage were breaking out from 

half the people in the room" in response to the manipulated Hate session. Orwell critiques 

Stalin’s imposition of authoritarian and manipulative communism, and loss of individuality, 

highlighting the relationship between context and values. The plosives within "Party's purity" 

accentuates the satiric irony of the inherent corruption of totalitarian governments that foster 

“fear, hatred and pain, but no dignity of emotion, no deep or complex sorrows”, stimulating 

Orwell’s audience to acknowledge the threat of such powers within their contextual society. 

This political satire targeting totalitarian governments, highlights the dehumanisation of 

individuals to maintain power which reflects the tyrannical context and values of post WWII 

Europe. 

 

 

Notions of social control and inevitable rebellion due to totalitarian corruption is also reflected 

in Lang’s expressionist film Metropolis which exposes the diminution of humanity of the 

working classes. By promoting a mediated model of class cooperation in an inter-war context 

of uncertain national identity, Lang explores the perpetuating economic power of Rotwang 

and Joh. This is highlighted through the additional perspective of Rotwang’s creation of 

Robot Maria, catalysing the lower classes’ targeted frustration towards Joh, manipulated into 

attempted rebellion. This mirrors the government’s abusive rule of Weimar Germany, too 



 

 

readily embracing the machine age to create the perfect democratic society which 

dehumanised the working class. Together, the depiction of thematic deception and 

omnipotent control, through the satiric montage of Robot Maria’s erotic dancing, highlights 

the paralleled notion within 1984’s two-minute hate. Robot Maria’s ability to deceive and 

manipulate the working class accentuates their loss of agency and genuine ability to rebel, 

reflecting Germany’s inter-war struggles for direction amidst the rise of dictatorial power, 

contextual circumstances shaping the satiric silent film. This same manipulation fed the post 

WWI uncertainty that fuelled the Weimar revolution, accentuating the notion that 

perspectives catalyse the relationship between context and key values of manipulation in 

society. The notion of omnipotent control is also exposed through the political satire of Joh's 

attempt for totalitarianism by diminishing the thought process of the underground workers. 

Their loss of humanity is accentuated through the synchronous slow walk accompanied by 

the sympathetic music utilising suspended notes to mimic their lives. Joh’s suppression 

through inflicting fear, reflects the rising democratic powers within post World War Germany 

abusing their power to perpetuate control over society. Both these levels of totalitarian abuse 

of power accentuate the dehumanisation of lower social classes in the maintenance of 

power. 

 

 

1984's post WWII Atomic Age context shapes these textual critiques of totalitarian abuse of 

power that both creates and negates the possibility of rebellion against authoritarian control. 

This is highlighted in the totalitarian control exercised by the regime, "the rocket bombs 

which fell daily on London were probably fired by the Government... just to keep people 

frightened". The unquestioning acceptance of this mimetic “Lottery” by the proles reflects the 

diminution of thought processes, stressing growing contextual corporate dehumanisation of 

individuals, especially under Stalin's reign. Orwell’s vision is thoroughly pessimistic, 

extrapolating future fears of losing freedom and humanity. The recurring motif that "Big 

Brother is Watching You" reinforces the notion of totalitarian control restricting rebellion 

which mirrors communism in the post WWII world, particularly the surveillance and control of 

individual lives that Stalin’s Soviet regime became renowned for through the power of the 

ruthless and invasive NKVD. Conversely, Metropolis exposes growth of power and control 

through an optimistic, post-industrial dictatorship under Joh. The post WWI Machine Age 

stirred fears of the exploitation of labour through capitalism, depicted in the mise-en-scene of 

homogenised underground workers. The dehumanising effect of the industrialised 

microcosm reflects the rise in consumerism that also happens to consume individuals, 

suggested in the establishing shots of the upper classes enjoying their wealth and leisure 

above ground contrasted with images of the machine as pagan god, Moloch, consuming 

workers dressed as slaves. The socioeconomic view parallels the inter-war context of 

uncertain national identity, rising capitalism abusing its control over lower and increasingly 

subservient classes for their own benefit. This signifies their power and control over the 

working class, mimicking contextual corporations who dehumanise their workers due to their 

lust for wealth and power. This socio-political subversion of the working class is emphasised 

through Lang’s appropriation of melodrama, with heightened facial emotions and dramatised 

body language that presents as unnatural, stressing the loss of humanity in order for Joh to 

maintain his power. The loss of humanity in both circumstances imitates the totalitarian 

power within contextual ages and their key values of dehumanising through manipulation 

and domination of individuals. 

 


